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A. Call To Order

Called to order at 7:00 pm

B. Roll Call

Present 7 – Amos, Bennett, Clark, Coolman, Jarvis, Lynch, Walker

C. Also In Attendance
Mayor Ebert, Matt Peoples, Lucas Haire, Gene Hollins
D. Items for Discussion
19-091

Police Coverage

Jarvis stated issue of discussion is regarding police coverage; he doesn’t know of any new
information since last discussed; asked Mr. Lynch for the objective of this evening’s
discussion. Lynch stated he wanted to talk about where we are with our partnership with
Madison Township police force; wants to create clarification about jurisdiction, rules of
enforcement, radio communication, tickets, prosecution, incarceration, develop a DOU, a
document of understanding as to what the rules of engagement are, meaning what do we
expect from them and what do they expect from us so that citizens of CW can get the
protection they are paying for; recently police has stepped up and seeing them all over the
place and we want that to continue; if we have clear understanding of rules of engagement;
possibly meet with them monthly to see what is working and what is not; what do they feel
comfortable doing; work on the partnership; keep working together; create a committee to
do this and meet with them to keep partnership working. Jarvis asked if there are any
thoughts on this. Discussion about how committees are set up for these discussions. Bennett
stated he can explain, because he was chairman of rules committee when it happened to set
up work sessions; in a work session every topic is able to be discussed (safety, service,
finance) and be on the table; otherwise if you have a committee limited to a specific topic
you can only discuss those topics, those topics are exclusive to those meetings; also
challenging in these settings is they only met once a month and as a city only have one
opportunity per month to get your item on council agenda; now city has two opportunities
to get a policy item on agenda for city council; plus at these sub-committee meetings, noncommittee member city council members would be present but technically not able to
participate, lines were blurred, possibly violating sunshine laws; discussed with Mr. Hollins
how to deal with this and the put all seven council members on one committee and have
work sessions, and every topic can be on the table; focus may have shifted since then, but it
provides more efficiency for the group to have every topic to be able to be discussed;
president of council has ability to create a specific committee; can appoint as many
committees as we want. Lynch stated how can we get the people of Canal Winchester the
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police coverage they are paying for. Bennett stated we have the opportunity to create as
many committees as we like. Jarvis stated these are usually temporary in nature; maybe
talking about a standing committee. Lynch stated about police coverage, discrepancy about
how tickets are written, how prosecuted, using which mayor’s court, how is Franklin County
involved, how does it all work out. Walker stated he could explain a little bit about spearheading meetings several months ago on this topic, and after these meetings the county
prosecutors are currently writing language about how coverage will work and how charges
will be filed and how they will contribute, jurisdiction for incorporated and unincorporated,
nobody has been excluding Madison Township Police at any time, urge citizens to take this
to Madison Township, not keeping anyone out, it is being in county prosecutor’s hands
legally how it is going to play out; repeated this at last meeting and again at this meeting.
Question of when was the meeting? Can’t recall when meeting was; waiting on attorneys to
write laws, cannot recall when those meetings were held; deferred to Mr. Hollins. Hollins
said the meeting was about a year ago, not sure what hold up at prosecutors may be,
agreement or memo of understanding, township and counties are creates of statute and
have to have it granted in statute, we can do it organically, under statues they have
jurisdiction to patrol all of township; meeting was to discuss if activity of township was to
pick up in the city it made sense for both their officers and sheriff’s officers to have cases
heard in Canal Winchester and have control of our local court system and ordinances and
oversight of state laws and local control; nature of MOU mutual understanding agreement,
no matter who pulls you over you end up in the same place; until the prosecutor for the
township drafts an agreement and invoke authority under statute; the other policy concern
is not have officers from different districts tripping over each other, which channels to use;
not an expert on this type of subject matter, coordinating patrol in the city; most cities end
up districting and making sure coverage is in place; make it worthwhile to have detailed
discussions. Bennett asked a mutual aid agreement…it has to be written by the township
prosecutor authority? Hollins stated main purpose is to invoke the township authority and
we want them to be comfortable with what has been written and should be written by their
legal representative; what Hollins would draft would be from a city perspective not a
township and we want them to be comfortable with the language. Bennett stated client ask
him to do a first pass of language, can we aid them in writing a first pass rough idea of what
we want it to look like. Hollins stated the reason we left it to them to do the drafting is
because the city is under a charter and he is not used to drafting for a township but the
county prosecutor is, a police division is funded by the entire township, there is enough
permeations of township law. Bennett said if cities are able to remove themselves from
townships, should we take that action. Hollins stated the basic reason a city stays in a
township is fire support, we would not have a fire department. Discussion about contracting
fire support with Fairfield County, or creating our own fire department, factors with
response time and station locations, parts of Canal Winchester are in different townships.
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Ebert said we also have Bloom and Violet Townships. Peoples said issue of funds that go
along with it, fire levies would go away, but would have to vote on city levy for new contract
with people we just got rid of; it is a nuclear option. Bennett said it is a topic he had never
heard broached before regarding cities leaving townships. Lynch about townships having
police districts, is there legally a way a township to take us out of their police district but still
get fire coverage, still pay fire coverage but pay police coverage. Hollins said there is legally
a way, but you have to wait until current levy is up, go through a legislative process,
township constable and deputy, legislatively change to a police district, challenges with
capitol facilities, strength of force, funding. Lynch talked about exploring ideas; mutual aid
agreement, how can we make that happen. Hollins said getting the board of trustees to
make this a priority and get with their attorneys. Walker said if this was brought up to
Madison Township that this is a possibility would this speed up the county prosecutors to
speed this up. Hollins stated we are all their constituency, maybe show up at township
meetings, getting citizens involved to bring this up. Clark said nothing has changed in last
twelve months legally for Madison Township to patrol our streets, why did it take so long for
them to react and beef up their patrols and that’s on them not us. Jarvis stated there was a
change in leadership and could be part of the reason. Peoples said he spoke to administrator
Broach and is willing to come in and speak and have a discussion, possible agenda item.
Jarvis wanted to get a feel from what we wanted out of this; looking to open channels of
communication, discuss options, some received well some not, some still need discussed
internally for not; at old or new business at next work session to refine a concept and need
time to think about it, should be an agenda item, seats will change here and there. Peoples
said he has had conversations with township police and fire and working on a recording
system and should be able to get those numbers soon and enhanced stats; patrols in his
neighborhood recently due to enhanced reporting. Jarvis said about Canal Winchester
residents who do not live in Madison Township would not see any additional change in
service and not paying for it. Jarvis said let’s pick this up in one week and think about it more
and refine it; have township people come in to talk about it. Discussion about who is invited
to come at which upcoming meeting; Madison Township come at second October meeting;
Bexley mayor coming at first October meeting; sheriff coming, too. Peoples asked Lynch for
his list of questions for Madison Township to give to them time to review and be prepared.
Bennett asked what role do I play in trying to facilitate this partnership, a committee, a
mutual aid agreement. Hollins said what they want would have to be adopted by the
township and the city council; agreements of any substance would have to be agreed upon
by both parties. Bennett said we should have a sub-committee for a short term to be
focused on this. Javis said time line with next meeting on October 7 guest from Bexley,
questions can get fielded, then by the 20th we can review more and make a decision. Hollins
stated he is out of country on 7th but here on 21st. Amos asked about the prosecutors are
writing language for us to write tickets. Hollins said they can write tickets now under state
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law, cannot process tickets written under our ordinance, only under statute; allow them to
write tickets under our Mayor’s court ordinance; prosecutors are drafting the agreement;
prosecutor represents the county and township, they are the attorney for both entities;
agreement will allow them to write tickets and go through our mayor’s court. Would
incarceration happen in Fairfield or Franklin county? Depends on what our arrangement is.
Jarvis stated Lynch is going to send People his list of questions for Madison Township; funnel
questions and answers through clerk of council so information is disseminated back to
everyone. Jarvis said October 21st second meeting to be joined by township representatives
if they are available and then we’ll decide a next step after that.
19-092

Bed Tax (ORD 60-11 Creation of Destination: CW and Funding Sources, ORD-18-032 Bed
Tax Grant Award Process, Exhibit to ORD-18-032, Bed Tax Collections - 2019)

Jarvis stated next topic is the bed tax. Lynch said we are getting a lot of additional hotels
and he quoted the past and upcoming revenues expected to the city; what do we do with
that money; is the current formula one we still want to use or do we want to revise and see
what we can do to enhance our community; the game has changed, it’s a lot of money.
Coolman stated that social media reported wrong information about how much the city
collects; the city collects 6% with 3% going to the city general fund, 1.5% goes to
Destination: Canal Winchester, 1.5% goes to city council for a grant program. Coolman said
we collect bed tax due to state law stating in order to collect bed tax we have to have a
tourism bureau to receive it; as president of DCW when he took over there were a lot of
plans that had to be put on back burner due to lack of funds; for events they host they
secure volunteers, raise funds, have sponsors; to limit a bed tax recipient through the
tourism bureau goes against the mission statement that was put into place, adopted
ordinance in 2011 stipulating name change to receive bed tax funds and promote the
historic downtown area and overall tourism; if there are limitations put on it due to surge of
income, what about looking at how all of it is distributed. Amos said the 1.5% goes to DCW,
1.5% goes to city council and if not used it goes back to the general fund; what happens if
not all of that is granted out; it gets absorbed. Discussion about what city does with the 3%
in the general fund; what are the needs of the city at the time; can it be earmarked towards
certain projects, like specific enhancements to the city, such as signs, trees, etc. Clark stated
about using a quarter of the funds to fund more economic development, bringing in new
business; could be used for other things like the building façade grant, beautify downtown,
brings in businesses, help with roads; need industrial park for people to want to bring their
business; enhance the bridge, the railroad bridge; economic development and tourism
brings in new wealth and new businesses and allows our income tax to pay for everything
else in the community. Bennett said the earmark funds for DCW at 1.5% should not change;
that 1.5% should be off the table; it’s statutorily earmarked. Coolman said if historical
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society can receive funds to promote the community; getting more bands for the Labor Day
parade, it is tourism related, need creative ways to distribute funds to promote the
community; funds have been granted to CWHS prom, etc. Peoples stated he has financial
information about the 3% that comes in…projected revenue for 2019 was $70,000,
projected expenditures was $72,000, current fund balance of $146,000; whatever is not
spent of 3% stays in the fund. Haire stated in the past when the façade grant program was
created, they transferred $30,000 out of that fund; the council grant application process is
maximum $2000, generally granted out $18,000 to $20,000 annually; unused funds remain
in account; debate about grant program in 2011; changed to allow funding things like after
prom program, boy scouts, etc. that do not generate revenues; changed again to cap at
$2000 so one entity cannot request volume of funds. Coolman said issue of the grant funds
were intended to assist with an event not fund the entire event. Jarvis stated this is all food
for thought; discussion ensued; discussion of what to do as more funds come in;
beautification of the city; would like Ms. Jackson to be present for that discussion; can be
incorporated into annual planning; funds toward beautification; one pot of money…general
fund to pay for these projects; the flags, flowers, and banners are all related to tourism;
funds relative to all the projects and what is necessary to complete. Coolman stated that
Ms. Jackson discussed that with council in July when reviewing the annual budget; Peoples
said we have healthy carry-over balance that can roll over maybe for projects that we want
to do instead of earmarking.
• Information from Destination: Canal Winchester at end of minutes
19-093

Informal Council Meetings

Jarvis moved on to the topic of the informal council meetings regarding quarterly town hall
meetings; clerk stated it was brought about by an email chain discussion. Discussion
ensued about rules for these, what to call the meeting…a title, having an informal chair,
rotating the chair, five minutes and two questions per speaker; has not been completed in
rules yet. Amos asked the Clerk if the meeting has been publicized; clerk responded that
the Special Information Town Hall meeting for October 8th has been posted to the city
website and posted by paper at the Town Hall, Community Center and city office building;
clerk also stated receiving calls of confusion about where it is located, i.e. it says town hall
meeting, but it will be held at the community center. How do we notify the community that
these are coming up? Jarvis stated using local media; discussion about a press release
being issued, maybe using a different name such as conversation with council; discussion
consensus of using conversation with council as the name; using a press release far enough
ahead as a promotional schedule, using Facebook postings for future meetings; using the
local papers. Clark said we know the meetings are going to be quarterly, the second
Tuesday and can issue press releases accordingly. This first meeting is already scheduled so
these are ideas for moving forward; it is already posted on our website, maybe an alert
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notification will go out as well.
E.
Adjournment

Motion to adjourn made by Bennett; seconded by Amos
Motion carried by the following vote:
Yes 7 – Amos, Bennett, Clark, Coolman, Jarvis, Lynch, Walker
Meeting Adjourned at 8:02 pm
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